Individually configured reports are then automatically received by email.

Functionality

**connect:hr** uses GPRS to transfer the data via the GSM mobile phone network to the Data Cloud servers. The users activate their online units using the serial number on the online portal. This means that forklift trucks can be monitored quickly and clearly. The portal’s authorisation system allows for various user login definitions.

Kit comprises:
- **connect:hr** data unit
- Connecting cable
- Rod antenna
- Assembly material

**connect:hr** is a product from

Linde Material Handling GmbH
P.O. Box 100136
63701 Aschaffenburg
Telephone +49 (0) 60 21 99-0
Fax +49 (0) 60 21 99-1570
www.linde-mh.com
info@linde-mh.com
Quick assembly – ready for operation immediately

Complete connect:hr retrofit kits can be ordered via the world distribution centre for spare parts in Kahl. Assembly of the components only takes a few minutes. The unit is connected to the CAN bus and is ready for operation as soon as it is installed.

Recording and receiving operating hours automatically

- **Increasing efficiency:** Operating hours do not need to be recorded manually.
- **Greater forklift truck uptime:** Automatic data recording and software updates mean that operating processes are not disrupted.
- **Better reporting and more transparency:** Exact data recording, online access, high planning security and optimum fleet usage.
- **Flexible:** Recording of vehicle data irrespective of location.
- **Optimised service:** Better planning of upcoming maintenance intervals, avoidance of unnecessary forklift truck downtime.
- **Simple retrofitting:** The upgrade kits can be installed quickly and are also suitable for different forklift truck makes/mixed fleets.

With the new, straightforward upgrade solution connect:hr, Linde is enabling automatic recording and remote transfer of the operating hours for forklift truck fleets.

The user can access this online or receive it via @-Report at any time, no matter where they are. Retrofit kits are available for all current Linde product lines and for forklift trucks made by other manufacturers, making connect:hr suitable for mixed fleets too.

Managing large fleets of forklift trucks and warehouse equipment in a cost-effective manner is a complex task, particularly if the forklift trucks are used on large premises or at different sites. Reading data directly from individual forklift trucks is time-consuming and disrupts the course of operations. Errors may also occur when reading the data.

**connect:hr** eliminates all of the work involved in reading off operating hours. The data is always recorded accurately, no matter where the forklift truck is at that specific time. This means that unnecessary idle times and costs are avoided. Even software updates are carried out automatically.

Compact and reliable – the connect:hr data unit